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Tollgate Products Ltd, TelfordHigh quality cubicle hardware and washroom furniture
- DIRECT FROM ONE RELIABLE SOURCE. Tollgate AIS gives you:• Pre-packaged
Products• Batched in small, usable quantities• Off the Shelf Replacement Indicator
BoltSecure and refurbish your cubicle doors with the new Replacement Indicator
Bolt This new, high quality bolt system is designed to replace broken cubicle door
locks and can be fitted quickly and easily to all standard door thicknesses. The bolt
consists of two large cover plates to conceal the holes from previous drillings and
eliminates the hassle of finding a new lock with compatible screws, so there’s no
need to replace the door panel – saving you valuable time and money!
Preventing future damageAdditional features include a coin release mechanism
which allows it to be opened from the outside in an emergency, and an innovative
Break-Lock component which releases the lock keep when the bolt comes under
excessive pressure. Unique to Tollgate, the Break-Lock system is a major
advancement in cubicle lock design. It works as a barrier between the lock keep and
the pilaster preventing any future damage and taking the hassle out of costly
repairs. The bolt comes in a satin anodised finish as standard. Other colours are
available on request, including a bright eye-catching primary range for schools.
Break-Lock in the homeOur unique Break-Lock component can also be installed on
domestic interior doors making it ideal for social housing or shared accommodation.
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The system successfully reduces the risk of frame damage whenever the door is
subjected to force or can act as an ‘easy fix’ safe closure to replace a broken door
handle. The Break-Lock is sturdy, simple to install and fits wooden door frames up
to 44mm thick, ensuring security and peace of mind for the occupant. The discreet
Break-Lock can be purchased separately and retrofitted to compliment an existing
lock. CUBICLE FITTINGSA no-nonsense, stylish range of cubicle furniture,
characterised by superior vandal resistance and wear in high use environments.
Tollgate AIS Products are simple to install and can accommodate varying panel
dimensions - between 11mm up to 21mm - affording the specifier an ideal solution
for sites that have an irregular board thickness and where the hardware has to be
matched throughout.
The AIS Range, meets the demand for cubicle hardware solutions of the highest
specification. This range looks professional in virtually any environment, combining
durability and aesthetic appearance with solid stainless steel fittings.
Tollgate AIS also features a distinctive tubular headrail system, delivering a rigid
framework that’s user friendly in all situations. GENUSPolyethylene changing room
furniture that’s tough, safe, hygienic and colourful. The Genus range includes seats
and benches in a variety of configurations and styles.
All units are manufactured in non-toxic, recyclable, coloured polyethylene, which
involves little maintenance and does not require re-painting or staining.
Genus is ideal for leisure centres or swimming pool environments and can be
specified in any of 9 available colours. Unit colours can also be mixed and matched
if required. PROGRAM 500A complete cubicle hardware system that’s available in
stainless steel or nylon, Program 500 is innovative in both its design and versatility.
The modern, simple, but elegant lines of the range combines functionality with
integral strength, both stainless steel and nylon components offering excellent wear
and tear resistance in high use areas.
Program 500 is also EN and CE approved giving the cubicle manufacturer a safe and
practical solution together with peace of mind.
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Nylon components can be specified in a wide range of eye catching colours.CALL
01952 580080 for the latest information on the Tollgate AIS range. Some of the
Services we Offer Include:Cubicle Hardware UK • Toilet Cubicle Hardware UK •
Washroom Accessories UK • Toilet Roll Dispensers UK • Soap Dispensers UK
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